FINISHES EXCLUSIVE TO THEODORE ALEXANDER UPHOLSTERY

Image of Finishes are Representative of the finished item colour. Any hand-finished items will have some variation based on the individual resources used. In particular woods and veneers will exhibit unique characteristics which may affect the final appearance of the item.
FINISHES EXCLUSIVE TO THEODORE ALEXANDER UPHOLSTERY

Please refer to the price list for finishes available on individual pieces.

STANDARD

BROOKSBY

BLACKPORT

FRUITWOOD

KENT
PREMIUM

KENT ANTIQUED BLACK

RUBBED NOIR

WEATHERED SLATE

BARLEY
Custom Palette

Theodore Alexander has a custom palette program with forty plus finishes available on more than two hundred pieces of casegoods and seating. These finishes are now available for use on exposed wood on Theodore Alexander upholstery frames.
PAINT

ARTICHOKE

BIRCH

BLUSH

CADET
PAINT

CARAMEL

CHIFFON

CLOUD WHITE

COBALT
COCKSCOMB

COFFEE BEAN

DOVETAIL

DUSK
PAINT

RIBBON

SAHARA

SAND

SHERBET
PAINT

VENICE

WHITEWASH

LEAF

BULLION

CAPPUCCINO
STRIPING

Striping is available. Contact your sales representative or customer service (336 885 5005) for details and pricing.

SILVER STRIPING

GOLD STRIPING